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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standart:I unreduced type. Do not exceed the space provrded.J Effort_ has focused on developing 
a model and empirical me~sure of adaptive capacity in rats that represents their 
general state of health . When rats encounter novel, strange, or threatening 
situations they exhibit marked increase in short duration motor activity, particul 
atly less than 27 seconds . Adjustment to these undesirable circumstances is 
refle cted i n a decline in frequency of this agitational behavior with respect to 
those of 27 to 60 seconds duration. The symbol VA2 is a calculated evaluation of 
the relative levels of these very short and sligliEly longer episodes, and is 
termed E-moti onal Adaptive ·Velocity. A similar measure of adjustment, VA5,termed 
Loco-motional Adaptive Velocity evaluates the decline of shorter duration behavior 
ilinder 48 seconds with those of 48 seconds to 6.3 minutes. The latter durations of 
behaviorsl states include most normal behavi or , which measures velocity in the 
sense of amount of movement over long samples of time , such as weeks. The above 
ewo measbnessof adaptive velocity are equally weighted by the equation 
"f_V xv )l/2 = VH, Health or Adaptive Capacity. Health increases wit:h .. sge, 
so!tal sHtus, and w±th the acquisitjon of cooperative behavior, which counteracts 
s ome of the aversive effects of crowding. This measure of health has enabled 
selection of low and high health sets of maleerats for which there is a large 
data base for each of three major ages over the life span. Preliminary analyses 
reveal that health so measured modifies the CNS contr ol of the expression of 
behavioral states. More comprehensive analyses of the origin of changes in health 
and of the impact _these changes have on individual bah-attar and societal survival 
await availability of computer time and assistance.The CNS control of the initia
tion of behavioral states is limited to 8 log steps of mean duration. Specially 
designed intercon~ec ted compartments of the habitat fostered the opportunity for 
rats to gain an 8 enrichment of content within behavioral state durations . 
Cooperati on induced role-expansion further enlarged the social s ystem's ideomass . 
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Project Description 

Objectives 

Our research focuses on the effects of crowding on population dynamics and social 
behavior. These studies utilized wild and domestic strains of house mice (Mus 
musculus) and hQuse rats (Rattus norvegicus); Successive sequential studies have 
involved larger populations, more generations of subjects, more complex habitats, 
and much larger and varied data bases. We have found it most profitable to move 
from generalized objectives to more precisely stated ones whose realization has 
both greater theoretical importance and empirical utility. This shift requires 
iberative analyses, over which each sequential analysis involves more compacting 
of original data into items reflecting relationships among types of data~ 

A case ih point relat_es to our concept of "social velocity." Some individuals are 
more active than others, thus the distance covered per extended unit of time 
varies among members of a group. The social implication of · "social velocity" 
requires involvement of the concept of "optimum group size," N0 , particularly 
when No = 12, as it must in evolutionary lineages, as fov··rats and humans, where 
care .of altricial young demands relatively fixed home sites·.- rn ·_these cases 
velocity, V, varies among the 12 individuals such that when the members are ranked 
from 1 to 12 by veiocity, the difference in velocity between neighboring ranked 
individuals is a constant, one that also exptesses the actual velocity of the 12th 
ranked individual. Furthermore, the lower an individual's velocity the more 
deviant its behavior becomes, and the even less likely will its contact with 
others result in meaningful interaction. 

As group size increases above 12, the system of over-all interaction tends to 
preserve 5 to 7 individuals at or near opti~um velocity, and optimum role 
differentiation, while these three variables are markedly reduced among the 
remaining majority members of the group. By the time N exceeds 4N09 only circa 
8% of the population preserves even a semplance of normality, and this behavior is 
soomarkedly fixed as to resemble that of physiologically unstable dba mice which 
have inadequate capacity to develop stable social relations. Concern above is 
only with adults. However young can still survive sufficiently to increase the 
popglation to 6 to 8 times oppimum density. Resftltant high rate of aontac~ and 
high exposure to changed conditions inhibi~s learning sufficiently to induce all 
later born younger subjects to become autistic, to be unable to engage in mean
ingful relations with associates . Such blocking of opportunity to learn means that 
the the movement of the individual thhough space and time, its velocity, is• 
essentially restricted to physical .sppae, hardly at all to social spaceip. and not 
at all to conceptual space. 

Against the above background it became necessary to establish an interim objective 
to develop a more comprehensive index of social velocity, one that reflects the 
individual's capacity to move through several kinds of experiential spaces . 
However, it must be realized that development of such an independent variable is 
merely a step to categorize subj ects sufficiently to assemble· individuals into 
meaningful sets within which members will more likely have similar histories. 
This should enable having larger da ta setssfrom which comparatives analyses can 
provide greater assurance to conclusions ~eached. It has taken three years to 
complete this interim objective._ 
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Methods 

Basic methodologies have been described in various annual reports from 1968 to 
1985, and these will only briefly be described here: 
(1) Habitat: Bilaterally symmetrical compartmentalization with intternal structuring 
to produce anterior dominance of demand for more complex behavior. 810 square ft. 
of structured space divided into 25 compartments. Two such habitats, Universes 
34 and 35. 
(2) Subjects: Were descendents of 4-way crosses involving 1 stable and 1 unstable 
strain of both wild and domestic breeds. This provision of genetic diversity should 
facilitane more rapid and effective attainment of the several kinds of role differ
entiation required in the velocity structuring of the groupfs members. Population 
density in each universe was maintained at 20 males and 20 females, a density 
presumed to be at least twice optimum. These subjects (G2) formed the second 
generation born in the two universes. 
(3)Cooperation: filniv. 35 required 2 rats side by side for either to ob~ain waeer . 
In the food compartment only low ranking rats, or only high ranking rats, could 
be present at the same time for food to be available. Univ. 34 lacked these 
opportunities to learn cooperative behavior. 
(4)Data Recording: _(a) Visual: Each rat was given a unique pelage mark that was 
easily read by an observer up to 20 feet away. These marks enabled more meaning
ful observations by ID. All visual obseevations ane available from computer files 
or in printouts arranged by ID, date, and time of day. This includes about 6,000 
observations, with circa 4 rats per observation . (b) Automatic: Each rat carried 
a unique, small glass encapsulated, passive resonator implanted under the skin. 
along the mid-vehtnal line of the abdomen. Each compartment was connected to 
each adjoining one by a single small opening to which was attached a PPortal" 
whose surrounding circuitry enabled- necording ID, direction of travel, location 
and time of day for each portal passage. For the selected males (Table 2) there 
were 705 2~-hour rat days of da~a with an average of 132 passages per day per rat. 
(5) Age: Bbservations and data recordings were concentrated near 180 days of age 
for Period 1,304 for Period 2, and 504 for Period 3. Data frDlll these ages 
provide insights into young, prime and senescing adulthood. 
(6) Light Clock: An automated cycle from bright to dim to bright was established 
as 6 2ehr. log steps down, alternating with 6 2-hr. log steps up. This gave a 
4-hr. plateau of brightest light intensity and a 4-hr. trough of dimmest intensity. 
This type of light intensity was established to enable more precise use of separ• 
ate times of day by rats of different social statuses. 
(7) Data base structuring: Whenever a female is in estras, a portion of that day 
is marked by an intense period in which the female searches for males, and the 
males search for the female. We developed a CSTA (Close Space Time Association) 
algorithm index,,which measures the buildup and declmne of this searching-follow
ing phenomenon. Tabular and graphic displays (computer produced) enabled 
selection of dates on which each female was in estrus. Preeision in the selection 
was enhanced by standards set from examining the course of change in the CSTA 
Index for females definitely in estrus from visual observations. 8 to 10 
days (midnight to midnight) wereffound for each of the 2 universes for each of the 
3i·ages noted in (5) above wlhth no female in estrus . Nor did these days include 
disturbances for surveys or computer tape changing. Above dates were selected by 
the end of August 1986. 
(8) Working output for manual analyses: Just prior to my formal retirement from 
the NIMH on December 31, 1986, a large number of graphic and tabular, computer 
generated analyses of behavioral states (Betas) were prepared. A behavioral 
state is defined as the duration of stay by a rat in a compartment. . ,·· · 
These printouts have been the basis of my past 3 years of manual research 
analysis. 
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(9) Time categories: Since behavioral states may last from a few seconds to 
several hours, it was found necessary to assemble data in several categories of 
different bin widths using 20 bins in each category with bin 21 including all 
Betas greater that the upper limit of bin 20: 

Table 1. Analysis Time Categories 

Time Category Bin Width Upper Limit 
in Minutes of Bin: 20 ---

Yii.::-:Minutes 

1 0.0125 0.25 

2 * 0.05 1.0 

3 0.1 2.0 

4 0.4 8.0 

5 * 0.8 16.0 

6 3 . 2 64 

7 6.4 128 

8 25.6 512 

9 51.2 1025 

* In the present project report attention will be 
restricted to Time Categories 2 and 5. 

Major Findings 

(1) The interim objective, to develop a measure of velocity which reflects the 
degree of movement through physical, social and conceptual space was finally 
formulated by mid-May 1989. This measure is given the symbol, VH, since this 
comprehensive conceptualization of velocity measures adaptive capacity and various 
writers have considered health to be equivalent to adaptive capacity. To understand 
how the variable , VH, was developed it is instructive to restate this course by 
comparing High Health G2 with Low Health G2. A "Fi nding" this way makes "Methods" 
more precise, and in turn Findings more meaningful. To this end VH was calculated 
for all males of each Universe (as later examined in Fig . 6 for P4 . Table 2 pres
ents the G2 subjects available for comparative analyses·~ after first eliminating 
those for which detailed examination of their behavi oral states, Betas, revealed 
them to be persistently hyperactive, or so inactive as to be moribund. These 
deviant subjects can later be better understood by comparing their life histories 
with those selected in Table 2 . 

(2) Basic experimental design & data base: It may be seen from Table 2 that ther e 
are 3 x 2 x 2 = 12 basic cells to guide strategy for analysis ; i. e 3 Time Periods 
x 2 Universes x 2 levels of Health, VH , However, the number or rats and the 
number of data days in the 12 cells varies considerably. Therefore , the quantita
tive data (as in Figures 2 and 3) have been standardized to 50 days. There were 
94,225 Betas in the original sample for the 12 basic cells. This was reduced to 
79,065(sum of bottom line of Table 3) by this standardization. The lowest Beta 
count for 50 days was 4 , 070. Extensive study of of behavioral states has revealed 
that even a sample of this size is usually adequate for eval uating the several 
kinds of Beta in the sample . 
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Table 2. Pelage ID codes of males selected for major comparative 
-------------------------------------- -----------------------
Health Universe 34 Universe 35 
------------ ------------------------- -----------~-----------

Pl P2 P3 Pl P2 P3 
------------------------ ------------------------

15 .15 To Low VH 65 65 To Low VH 
25 25 25 * 15 15 15 * 
71 71 71 * 25 25 25 * 

High VH 72 72 72 * 35 35 

224 . 224 To Low VH -~5 45 

227 227 227 * 50 
. . 

229 229 229 * 71 To Low VH 

72 72 

73 73 To Low VH 

95 95 95 * 
------ ------------ ------------
DATA DAYS 62 56 45 = 163 72 63 58 = 193 

TOTAL RATS 7 7 5 = 19 8 7 6 = 21 

15 05 

45 45 45 * 41 41 

50 50 55 55 

64 64 65 65 

Low VH 73 73 71 

75 75 75 * 73 

85 75 75 75 * 
224 76 76 76 * 

226" 226 226 * 85 85 85 * 
227 227 227 * 

------! 

I 
DATA DAYS 

TOTAL RATS 

53 48 53 = 154 

6 6 6 = 18 

63 

7 

52 

6 

79 = 194 

8 = 21 
I ------------

* flags subjects with adequate data ell three ~eriods 

"io L.?w VH" pflagisdsu
3
bjects whosefVH sco

1
re dropped sohmarkedVly by 

er o as to justi y inc usion among t e Low H 
subjects; their pelage numbers are underlined 

analyses . 



Table 3. Number of behavioral states (Betas) in the 
quadrants of Table 2 after standardizing the number 
of days in the sample size. 

Universe 34 Universe 35 

DAYS 

High VH Low VH High VH Low VH 

1 147.64 81.4 191. 56 106.46 

50 7,382 4,070 9,580 5,325 

150 22,156 12,210 28,734 15,975 
. . 

(3) Measurement of social velocity in developing VII: Various observational 
procedures were earlier untilized to determine the relative frequency with which 
each subject was active or alert. Most of these two states were later found to 
constitute normal "Long Motor" behavioral states as defined by the entries into 
and the exits from compartments within Universes 34 and 35 (Fig. 2) . The actual 
count of durations of stay in compartments from 0 . 8 to 7 . 2 minutes were in late 
1986 utilized as a better, but still crude, measure of velocity V. Fluctuating 
about a mean value of 7.2 minutes, the "Long Motor" behavioral stafe is replaced 
by a still longer average duration one, termed "Short Sleep." The two segments 
of the composite curve in Fig. 2 is best represented by two seperate exponential 
curves which intersect and define a duration at which one behavioral state (Long 
Motor) _is largely replaced by another ( Short Sleep). 

(4) General comments about behavioral states: It is far more informative to 
consider such negative exponential curves as mortality curves . For any particular 
ongoing behavioral state, there is an associated particular probability p' (p prime) 
that it will be te~inated during the next unit of time t, no matter how long 
it has already been continuing. Previously we found it convenient to use t = 1. 0 
minute. However, as indicated in Fig . 1, it will be necessary to use t = 100 
seconds rather than 60 seconds. From this figure it is apparent that the CNS is 
only capable of differentiating 8 Befiavioral states, with resyect to their duration 
over ' the range 3 seconds to over 6 hours . Each sequential mean p' over the octav e 
is one half that of the prior mean p ' . Also, each behavioral state ' s p' has a 
distinct circadian rhythm, but the entailed variability is only such as to pre
serve the distinctiveness of each p ' . 

Probability, 'p, of initiating Betas: When one Beta terminates, each Beta, includ
ing the one which just terminated, has its own probability, "I}, of being initiated. 
The 8 'p also have circadian rhythms, with the most rapid reordering at dawn and 
dusk. The 8 lighter hours have a fairly stable rank-ordering of the 'p , but quite 
different from the realatively stable rank-ordering during the darker 8 hours. 
The larger is a Beta's p', the larger also is its 'p, and the mortality curve for 
i is similar to that for p' (Fig . 1). 

Beta transition and emotion : The shortest mean duration behavioral state (see the 
upper left part of the curves in Fig.3) has a maximum duration of about 27 seconds. 
When the subject is well adjusted to its surroundings, the function of this Beta 
is to allow the rat to get rapidly from one location, where a Beta appropriate 
to that location has just terminated, and t o another locat i on, which is appro-
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Figure 1. This figure is derived from Table 1, page 190, in Calhoun, J.B. 
Disruption of Behavioral;. States, pp 183-260, Nebraska Symposium on Motivation, 
1972, Univ. Neb. Press, 1973 . Though these data were available in 1972, the above 
ordering was not resolved until September 1989. This ordering suggests a 
relatively simple CNS control mechanism. 

Observed mean p' are represented by the graphed points, and by mean p' probabil
ities that are posted to the right or left of these points. 

The mean value of p' of rank N divided by p' rank N + 1 11 was 0.5005. Assuming 
this to be the theoretical pattern of decline of p ' , the graphed line is the best 
fit lime to the ob~erved values. Each rat in the earlier study was removed from a 
complex social system and placed alone in a relatively simple recording setting, 
without associates, there to be a free-floating machine expressing its in-built 
p' (p prime) behavioral state controls . 

The very short behavioral state, the one with the Rank 1 p', could not be pre- · 
cisely calculated when these data data were recorded. Furthermore best fit curve 
indication of p' = 1.43 for Rank 1 simply means that .!_ should be about 100 
seconds, rather than 60, to calculate meaningfully the p' for all 8 beta . 

- Beta 2, p' = 0.676 characterized both lever pressing for water, and at another 
location running in an excercise wheel. 

- Beta 3, p' = 0.322 relates to "grooming" wherever it might occur. "Grooming" 
essentially means states of alertness, of interactions with self, that in 
social settings involved interacting with others . 

- Beta 4, p' = 0.174, episodes of eating. 
- Beta 5, p' = 0.0971, somnolence in the field, crouched, head drooping . 
- Beta 6, p' = 0.0492, "day-dreaming" in field , stretched on belly relaxed, eyes 

., closed, hardly ever responding to associates , even when walked over in a 
social setting. 

- Beta 7 , p' = 0 . 0277, normal (REM?) short sleep in nest box. 
Beta 8, p' = 0.00963 , long sleep, up to 6 to 10 hours, subconscious(?); where 

grannnatical language presumably incorporates elements of contedt of all 7 
other behavioral states . 
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priate to the Beta that the CNS just initiated. In the going from here to there, 
the rat is essentially "blind," that is unresponsive to conditions along the 
travel path . The other type of behavior having these short durations, in which 
the subject seems quite"blind," follows exposure to novel or threatening situa
tions. Amount of moving about initially increases 8 to 14 times the normal level. 
Given no further novel or threatening conditions occur, there follows a negative 
exponential decline in the frequency of these short episodes until a normal~ 
returns. This takes 2 to 4 hours, and results in a partial adjustment to the 
precipitating situation; so that a lesser response follows a later recurrence 
of the same or other strange or threatening situation. However, if some other 
emotion engendering circumstance arises well before'p has declined to normal 
levels 'p may be elevated to an "overload", to a sustained value of 1.0. 
This is manifested a~ total avoidance of the two situations, or a sustained 
"amnesia" of having had ecperience with these too closely spaced undesirable 
circumstances. 

(5) Loco-motional Adaptive Veloc ity,V : As noted above, a portion of the high 
Beta count of Bin 1 in Fig.2 is parti~ly composed of emotional hyperactivity 
engendered by environmental change or to social threat. And since higher V 

C 

(Mean daily sum of .Betas in Bins 2 to 9) reflects heightened capacity to deal 
with current circumstances, we are now in a position to develop a more meaningf ul 
index of velocity. 

Let E = Mean daily Beta count in Bin ·l of :Time Category 05. 
Let N = Mean daily Beta count of Bins 2 to 9 of Time Category 05. 
Then' N/E measures emotional adjustment 

Therefore, (N x N/E) = N2/E = Loco-motional Adaptive Velocity 
Note in Fig. 2 that VA5 for Period 4 (Pl+ P2 + P3) for High Health males is 
64.14 for Universe 35 and 62.84 for Universe 34. This near identity came as no 
surprise, since High Health males are the more dominant members of their popula
tions, and are thus able to adapt more effectively with changing circumstances 
characteri stic to their particular habitat. However the Low Health subjects 
exhibit a marked reduction of VA5. For Universe 35, VA5 for Low Health males is 
only 37% of that for their High-riealth companions. Universe 34 Low Health males 
fared much worse; their Loco-motional Adaptive Velocity is only 29% of their 
healthier , and more adaptive associates. Acquisition of cooperative behavior lent 
survival value to the Low Health males of Universe 35. However the Low Health 
males show reduced number of Beta, both Long Motor and Short Sleep. This is 
consistent with the observed psychological withdrawal of socially low ranking rats. 
Time lost in shorter duration behavioral states is absorbed in the behavioral 
state termed "Long Sleep," whose p' is very low and for which the mortality curve 
encompasses the duration range of 36 to 600 minut es. 

Rats in each universe were rank ordered by VA5. This enabled a more effective 
selection of high and low velocity rats. One of many comparative analyses invol
ving these two groups,focused on the character of the mortality curves1 revealed 

by employing Time Category 02, in which the 20 3-second width time bins 
spanned the 60 seconds that encompass ed most of the very short, more emotionally 
loaded, Betas. The output, similar to that in Fig . 3, suggested that a still mor e 
effective measure of veloci ty might be developed . 
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Figure 2. Behavioral state mortality curves, of the type shown here, led to the 

l 
I 
I formulation of a more effective index of social velocity, here termed 

"Loco-motional Adaptive Velocity", VA5 . This index arose from analyses 
Time Category 05 (See Table 1) where-c~me Bins 1 to 20 encomp~ss a time 

I 
utilizing 
span of 

16 minutes. 
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(6) E-motional Adaptive Velocity, vA2 : Time Category 02 allows tabulation of Betas 
by 20 3-second bins. This includes all of the Betas of the··E type in the develop
ment of vA

5
• The earlier plottings, similar to those in Fig. 3 suggested that a 

an emotionally weighted mortality curve for E started at Bin 2 and maximally 
intersected at Bin 10 with a more normal Short Motor Beta mortality curve that at 
least .covered the span from Bins 11 to 19. By similar logic to that culminating 
in the velocity index VAS' and with E and N as just defined above for Time 
Category 02, it is obvious that: 

(N x N/E) = VA2' E-motional Adaptive Velocity 

(7) Adaptive Capacity:= (VA2 x VA5) 1 / 2 = VH = Health: As the concept of E-motion

al Adaptive Velocity was emerging, I recalled Frederick Sargent's paper in which he 
developed the formulation, health is best considered as adaptive capac·ity. His 
paper is one of 162 closely related ones written for me .• They also form a computer 
accessibledata base of 2100 paragraphs with an indepth, by paragraph, concept 
associational index. Approximately 700 paragrahps dealt specifically with the 
concepts of adaptation, capacity, and health in relation to population, crowding 
and behavior. These treatments encouraged me to pursue with rats the index of 
health as adaptive capacity as represented by VH = (VA2 x VAS)l/2. The rank 

ordering of rats by VH for time Periods 1, 2 and 3 assisted in the selection of 
rats presented in Tabie 2. 

(8)Adaptive Territories: Plotting vA2 against VAS' Fig. 5, for High Adaptive and 
Low Adaptive Velocity male rats metaphorically aescribes the movement in adaptive 
space of those selected subjects listed in Table 2. Solid small circles present 
average values. 

Plotting V in Fig. 5 confirms that the selected subjects clearly represent two 
different ¥evels of health. Table 4 provides an overview of the degree that mean 
VH values represent changes in health. Combining Universes 34 and 35, High VH.. rats 
are over two and a half times as healthy as Low VH ones. And although the· -nigh 
health males in the two universes have about the same degree of health, with 
respect to their respective circumstances, the low health males of Universe 34 
are only 67% as healthy as those low health males in Universe 35 that learned 
cooperation. 

(9) Health as velocity in reflecting the effects of crowding and cooperation: 
Results from our earlier studies, utilizing cruder velocity measures, indicated 
that were the members of a group living at optimum numbers, N, they would differ
entiate in velocity and behavior such that when ranked by vel8city, the difference 
in velocity between any two adjoining ranked individuals would be the same, and 
that difference would be the same as the total velocity of the lowest ranked 
individual. The two lowest ranked individuals have such a low velocity that they 
may be said to occupy a frost zone. Even a chance decrement in velocity might be 
incompatible with survival. As the number, N, of members of a group increase 
above the optimum, the social system "attempts" to preserve 5 to 7 individuals at 
near optimum velocity and health. In contrast, the difference in velocity between 
neighboring ranked individuals among the velocity depressed majority had become 
so reduced as to suggest that they had lost identity differentiation. In this 
situation lowest ranked individuals get pushed through the frost zone into such 
a low velocity as to only be compatible with death. 

(Section 9 of Major Findings continued below Fig. 5) 
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Figure 4 . Adaptive Territories: This figure was developed after VH, adaptive 
eapacity or health, was developed, and after the High and Low VH subjects were 
selected (Table 2). That left unanswered, whether there might be overlap between 
the two variables, VAS and VAZ' from which VH was derived •. Figures 4A and 4B 
demonstrate that, by-""Time Periods, there was no overlap of these twa variables. 
Solid circles, overall mean values, reinforce the conclusion that the two groups 
selected for proposed detailed analyses of behavioral states a~e really quite 
distinctai. 

Table 4. Mean Health of Subjects (See Table 2) 

HEALTH UNIVERSE 

34 35 34 + 35 

High VH 25.07 26.60 25 .84 

Low VH 7.93 11.87 9.90 
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Figure 5. High and Low V, Adaptive Capacity, or Health. Subjects (Table 2) 
were selected for proposeM detailed analyses relating to behavioral states, 
Betas, and their associated variables. This figure was prepared to illustrate 
the distinctivness of the selected High and Low VH groups. Circled points 
denote subjects surviving through all three AgeeTime Periods 1, 2 and 3 with 
adequate data in each P~riod. 

(Continuation of Major Findings, Section (9) 

This whole picture, which grew out of our earlier studies with crowding in mice, 
finds near duplication in these more recent studies with rats (Fig. 6, A & B), 
where VH served as our measure of velocity. In Fig. 6A the heightened velocity 
of the lower velocity ranked individuals in Universe 35, in contrast to similar 
ranked ones in Universe 34, might suggest that this increase in velocity in 
Universe 35 is at the expense of loss in identity differentiation. However, other 
lines of evidence suggest just the opposite. The bonding required by the demand 
for joint action to obtain food and water had a similar effect to that of reducing 
the population size to nearly N0 • That this interpretation is correct, is further 
indicated by the reduced frequency and intensity of conflict, as well as reduced 
mortalityJin Universe 35. 
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Figure 6. Rank ordering of all male subjects by V. For Universe 34 in particula~ 1 

this includes replacing G2 deaths with younger su~jects. These latter as adults . 
exhibited behavioral changes foreshadowing fullblown autism. Since rmles of males 
and females were not completely separate, and since the total population of adul~s 
usually ranged between 38 and 40 in each universe, the conclusion drawn from the 
above graphs indicate that these populations experienced a degree of crowding 
approaching that by a population at 2.5 optimum density. 
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Signifigance 

Our formulation of health as adaptive capacity is measured by the way individuals 
move through space and time. It has been possible with rats in this way to measure 
precisely the distribution of health through a population. Recognition of certain 
changes in this distribution can serve as a warning that the population is 
approaching a rapid phase shift; one beyond which too few individuals retain 
sufficient adaptive capacity to prevent species extinction. It should be relatively 
easy, but by more direct means, to develop a similar measure of health as adaptive 
capacity for humans. The human world population is now, in relative terms, as 
crowded as that of the rats here reported. 

The concept of crowding includes emerging~deficits in societal functioning, such 
as inadequate opportunity to play meaningful roles,.and poorly developed means for 
integrating ideas that can help influence behavior and formulate pol"icy. Intensi
fication of drug consumption and dependency is merely and outward symptom of the 
two deficits mentioned above. Even if the current "war on drugs" adequately faces 
these two deficits, it will likely take another generational time lapse for a 
clear positive consequence to become apparent. The human drug situation looks much 
like that of the very low velocity rats in Universe 34 who lacked sufficient 
opportunity to learn cooperative behavio~. As these individuals were pushed into 
an even lower health-velocity status, became moribund and died, they were replaced 
by others sliding down the velocity ranking. 

Development of the formulation, VH =Health= Adaptive Capacity, and our ability 
to assign an index of healthfulness to every rat subject, will prove extremely 
helpful in broadning our understanding of these rats after our further analyses of 
them. This index of health forms a framework for evaluating how changes in behavior, 
reproduction, parental effectiveness, social associations, and direct measures of 
health result from the opposing forces crowding and cooperation. Furthermore, the 
interpretations, from the above strategy of analysis in the rat subject study, 
can be nearly directly transferred to an equally large study with mice subjects, 
for which we were unable to record directly the movement data as was possible 
for the rats in Universes 34 and 35. This transfer of insights from rats to mice 
will enable a more precise understanding of the emergence of universal autism in 
this seven generation longstudy of crowding in mice. By the time the members of 
the sixth and seventh generations approached maturity, no members of the total 
population could any longer engage in effective relations with associates. 

Future Course 

Problematical: The past three years of slowly proceeding through many time-consum
ing by-hand analyses have proved beneficial, because it enabled new understanding 
of behavioral differentiation sufficient to recognize the limits to which subjects 
of similar histories and characteristics may be assembled for more effective 
quantitative analyses. For this and other reasons, there are several important 
concepts which cannot be pursued unless funds are available for computer analysis 
programming and computer time. 

Observational data for rats : The basic data base consists of circa 6000 observati ons 
with an average of four rats involved in each observation. These have previously 
been computer sorted by subject, by date, by time of day. Clinical evaluation by 
subject, as well as status interactions , can more effectively be made from these 
printed accounts. However, the value of these by-hand analyses will be increased 
several fold, if it becomes possible to coordinate their analyses with those 
related to social behavior that may only be derived by computer analyses from the 
extensive space-time portal passage data base. 
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Behavioral States: No further progress can be made on the theory of the CNS 
control of the sequence and duration of behavioral states, and their modification 
by situational experience, unless computer time and assistance becomes available. 
The greatest importance of computer assistance in further analysis of behavioral 
states relates to the repercussions of habitat design. Both the pattern of 
connectivity among compartments and the differential structuring, relating to 
behavioral opportunities in the eightmajor types of compartments for rat living, 
enabled a great enlargement in conceptual capacity. Each of the eight p' and"p 
CNS control mechanisms allows rats to "write" unique experiential paragraphs. 
The distinc.tiveness of the eight types of compartments allows content uniqueness 
of the potential eight mean duration behavioral states that might occur in each 
compartment. 

Note: A trial (since known as the D.C. Jail Case) was held 1971-72 and consid
ered the contention that crowding in jails might be 'cruel and unusual punish
ment." In a public statement after the trial, Judge Bryan- remarked that my 
witness, oral and by written depositions, proved critical to his making an 
affirmative decision. 

Completion of my currently proposed further analysis of behavioral states,relat
ing to their content, CNS control, and habitat modification, should help provide 
a better theoretical basis for understanding the meaning of such concepts as 
crowding and mental health, and the influence of habitat design on human dignity 
and adaptive capacity. 

Honors 

Merriley Borell, Album of Science, The Biological Sciences in .. the Twentieth 
Century, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1989. See Chapt. 19, pp 202-21+, 
Human and Animal Behavior. Ten individuals were selected for that chapter to 
represent how scientists in this area of the biological sciencs "have made science 
an intellectual force with greater impact on our lives that ever before." The ten 
scientists in this chapter start with Sigmund Freud and Margaret Mead and conclude 
with E. 0. Wilson and John Calhoun. 

I am, of course, pleased by this accolade, which relates to that "half" of my 
res earch life to 1975. However, I would be equally honored by decisions which would 
provide me with the support for me to complete the analysis and publication and 
distribution of results of the three large projects I initiated in 1975, and for 
which the present 1989 progress report presents the status of central aspects of 
their continuance. The three projects were outlined publicly in 1976, and were 
structured so as to produce a greater conceptual contribution than that which up 
to that time had flowed from my prior 35 years of research. 

See my article, "A Scientific Quest for a Path to the Future," 
pp 19-28, a special section in the United Nations publication, 
POPULI, Vol. 3, No.l, 1976 (written in 1975). 
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